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MARCH 2016
A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
Welcome to the March 2016 issue of The Romsey Modeller.
The club’s history took a giant leap forward in February with the finalisation of plans for our very
first model show. We went live with the announcement earlier this month and have already secured
enough clubs and traders to make the event a success. Even at this early stage, I’ve been
overwhelmed with the positive response from everyone I’ve spoken to or communicated with
electronically. The yes’s have been forthcoming
without hesitation. I would like to thank Tony at
this stage, as he’s been working away contacting
clubs and notifying various media of the event
over the last few weeks. He’s also created our
flyer which you’ll start to see anywhere we can
stick it or post it!
The excitement of doing our own show increased
for me last weekend when the club attended
Aldingbourne Modeller’s first show. In many
ways it was similar idea to what we are
attempting to achieve, and the enthusiasm from
the clubs for their show was particularly
heartening. One of the things I’m most pleased
with is the understanding from everyone
involved that new shows need support to
succeed and, if they are to have future,
continued support; judging from the reaction
from many clubs and traders last Saturday, that
won’t be an issue.
In other news, we held our AGM last month.
Later in this issue will be Tony’s report on the
lively discussions that took place. During that
latter part of the meeting some questions were raised concerning the annual competition rules. Can
I just reiterate that all of the competitions we run are done so for fun! If we have to spend time
during the contest evenings discussing the finer details of models to determine their eligibility in
class, we’re doing something wrong in my opinion. The annual competition is not Scale ModelWorld
and we do not have to be burdened with IPMS competition rules and red tape, or anyone else’s for
that matter. We have purposely kept an easy going feel to the contests since the club’s inception to
maintain their enjoyment and fun. Isn’t that what the hobby is all about? And, if we’re not having
fun, then it’s not worth doing. I do though understand that some members would prefer clarification
(or perhaps a better phrase would be expansion) of the class guidelines (I’m loath to use the word
rules) and to that end, I have already begun work on them. They’ll be available to view as soon as I
can complete them.
Thank you to this month’s contributors; we’d be nothing without you!
Paul
Club President

This is the newsletter of Romsey Modellers a group of plastic modellers based in Southern
Hampshire. We cater for all modelling genres and skill levels from beginners to well-seasoned gurus.
We meet on the 1st and 3rd Wednesdays of the month from 8pm to 10pm in Ampfield, Hampshire,
where we often run workshops and club competitions but more importantly have a good chat about
our hobby. We also attend most of the local model shows, where we exhibit our member’s
completed projects.
We have an open door policy so if you want to sample how we can help you get more out of your
hobby or just come and have a friendly discussion (tea and biscuits provided) please feel free to turn
up – see the last page for details or visit our web site

www.romseymodellers.co.uk
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CLUB NEWS
SHROPSHIRE SCALE MODEL SHOW
On Sunday 9th April 2016, thousands of modelling fans from across the country are expected to
descend on the RAF Museum Cosford for the annual Shropshire Modellers' Show. Among the
thousands, Romsey Modellers will be displaying against a backdrop of aircraft in the Museum's
hangars.
There will be in the region of 70 model clubs attending the show plus some 40 traders.
The show is being organised by the Shropshire Scale Modellers and will be open to the public from
10:00am until 4:00pm.
Russell and Tony attended last year’s show and report that it is well worth the trip, if you haven’t
been to the museum recently make sure you put this in your diary.
POOLE VIKINGS MODEL SHOW
The following Saturday, sees our annual visit to Poole
Venue: Parkstone Grammar School, Sopers Lane, Poole, BH17 7EP
Open 10:00 to 16:00. Over 100 tables of models . Trade stands selling kits, aftermarket products,
paints, tools etc. Competition, Refreshments, FREE CAR PARKING.
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BUILD A MODEL IN A DAY
On Sunday Marth 20th we will be holding our annual Build a Model in a Day competition postponed
from last September. For those members that have joined recently the idea is that we build and
complete a model starting to 9am and finishing around 4:30pm . You are free to build what every
you want, the only “rule” being it must be unstated at the beginning of the day. At the end of the
day the models are judged (in whatever state of completion) and a winner decided. The event is
great fun great fun, if a little stressful with plenty of modelling chat and banter.
Hopefully we will have a good turnout which will enable us to continue holding this event in future
years.
YEOVILTON SPRING SHOW 20 TH FEBRUARY 2016
BY PAUL ADAMS

The 2016 show season for the club kicked off with the now traditional curtain raiser at RNAS
Yeovilton. The museum provides an excellent historic backdrop for model clubs to show off their
latest work, with plenty of space, in some cases plenty of light, and a vast amount of visitors to
discuss your work with.
The show is popular with members and this year we had no fewer than 8 (9 including Andy’s B25)
modellers work on the table including that of Pat Camp who was attending his first model show in
the UK since returning from France. Displaying too for the first time was Steve Hall. After setting up,
which was a little frantic at times, we ended with 68 models on show….more than Telford last year!!
As well as displaying on the Romsey table, I also had 3 models on the nearby les Garagistes stand.
I’ve attempted two table displaying before, but not particularly enjoyed it….this year was different.
Not sure why, but it just worked!

The view from above - 24 foot, 9 modellers, 68 models...note the comfy chairs…!
The show provides superb opportunities to stock up on supplies and if you’re in the mood, purchase
a kit or two. Some members too were selling kits; Sean managed to off load most of his unwanted kit
stock successfully, if at times perhaps a little cheap! Tony and I used our time to recruit a few clubs
for our show and an unsuccessful bid to secure another trader…he was booked elsewhere that day.
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With plenty of hands at the table, we were all able to fulfil our plans for the day, mine mainly being
to have a thorough look around the tables and checkout the new (and old) builds and pick up a few
bits…I still managed to forget some Tamiya masking tape…
While the show was a popular as ever with clubs, traders and visitors, the competition was a little
thin on entries, though the quality was very high. Russell managed to bag a silver and bronze for his
work in figures and armour and friend of the club, Andy Argent, bagged gold awards for his
‘Defeated’ and ‘Leiber Johannes’ figures….well done fella’s.
It was another thoroughly enjoyable show to do and a great day out for the club members to open
the show season.
Below: There were a lot of new models on show – of note was MPC’s newly issued 22” Eagle
Transporter, finish at warp speed by a member of the Farnborough club!! The Shackleton was
gorgeous….
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ALDINGBOURNE MODELLEX 5 TH MARCH 2016
BY PAUL ADAMS

No sooner had the dust settled on our first show, we were off on our second! The year old
Aldingbourne Modellers put on their first show at the venue used for their club meetings. Sounds
familiar?! The location was a small sport clubs just a few miles west of Chichester. I say small, it was
perfectly sized for the job, with a spacious main hall, and two smaller rooms used to house four
other clubs displays. Best of all, there was a bar……very useful at lunchtime…thanks Dave!!
After being collected by Steve at 7:45 we sped down the M27 arriving in good time for set up,
despite taking a slight detour – we were both chatting so much we missed the first turning! The car
park is handily placed to provide just a short walk into the hall. With Dave Pogson, Luke Hayes, Keith
Hawkins, Nick Burden, Steve Edwards, Chris Phillips and myself displaying, table space was at a
premium….after some fiddling we manage to cram on enough models to showcase the clubs varied
mix of interests. Fortunately, the late arriving Malcolm didn’t bring any models! After a nice bacon
butty and coffee we were set for the day.
Both Dave and I had kits for sale, and while I reduced my stash by one, Dave added to his! There was
plenty on offer if you wanted to spend your money as both Brigade Models and MAN Models had
new kits for sale as well as the under table stash from the clubs. Next to my stash for sale lurked a
Tamiya 962C Porsche kit, for just £10. After checking the kit out it looked in good order. I formed a
plan to wait and offer £8/9 for it later in the day…..it got purchased by a Somerset club member just
minutes later much to the mirth of Mr Pogson! He who hesitates....

The smaller venue offers both a great chance to have a decent look at the models on show, and to
have longer chats with friends and modellers, as opposed to the bigger events where I sometimes
feel rushed. The Romsey team managed plenty of banter, modelling chat and piss taking during the
day I can assure you! We even managed to re-plan Malcolm’s plan for the Mk IV group build!
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The raffle is always a great opportunity to pick up a cheap kit or two…so feeling lucky, several
members took a punt at winning. Feeling unlucky after losing the Porsche kit, I bought just the one
strip. Sure enough, as the draw result unravelled, nearly everyone else in the club won something
(even Malcolm) and I left empty handed!
A great first show from the Aldingbourne guys and I’m sure this will become a regular show in the
clubs diary.
Below; A great variety on show including several of the Bandai Star Wars models. The Bismarck was
1/200th!
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69,BEETLE,”CLUTCH CHANGE”
BY CHRIS PHILLIPS

This car started my life on the open roads, it being my first mode of transport. It is a 1969, 1200cc,

VW Beetle, L.H.D. I had this car whilst serving in B.A.O.R.
The kit on which the model is based is the Revel 1/24 1968 beetle. This like most car kits came as a
body shell several sprues of bits and rubber tyres, with some parts enhanced by chrome. The main
plastic parts were in white, with clear for lights windows etc.
All the bits went together very well, even the chassis to body-shell!! The glazing is added separately,
piece by piece, from the outside so this can be left till last, reducing the need to “mask”.
Decals are easy
to use, and
include engine
“stickers”, dash
board / dials
and white wall
tyre (not used).
To make a “run
of the mill” car
a bit more
interesting,
I
chose to add a
few
things,
open up the
boot
and
remove
the
engine, I also
added a few
odd n ends to
the interior.
First off I super-detailed the engine using solder wire for the hoses, fuse wire for plug leads, and
opened up the exhaust pipes (with a drill). It was then onto replicating the clutch plate, it now being
visible. Then it was the turn of the inside, adding an atlas /blanket/paint as required/cushions, etc.,,
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The 68 differs from the 69 only in the bumpers which had to be squared off, instead of the rounded
ones on previous models.
To combine the engine into the scene I
chose to replicate a “clutch change”
scenario, a procedure that can be
achieved inside an hour at the roadside,
by one person. To do this I scratch built a
pair of axle stands, plus a trolley jack. To
add a bit of reality , I felt that a person
needed to be there, along with the very
British cup of tea, and a Haynes manual,
all were duly added (a trucker from
Italieri helped out )..
The diorama was based on a picture
frame. After adding a dual level, using
foam board, plaster was added followed by static grass. The road was a piece of “wet/dry
paper(abrehsive). Some weathering was added, using mig oil based wash, and highlighted by dry
brushing.
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Ohh ,and seeing as it was at my parent’s home in the New Forest, it would be rude to ignore the
“locals”(pony).

NO TOOL LIKE AN OLD TOOL.
BY WILL BOOTH

We all love shiny new equipment, but do you have any older modelling tools in use?
Here’s some of mine – my first penknife, 45 years old or
so, no longer sharp (if it ever was); I now use it for
opening paint tinlets and spreading Squadron Green
Stuff. It came from an aunt (then) living in Africa, hence
the animals.

This scalpel was bought during the first term at architecture
school in 1981. The cutting mat too!
I think of these Tamiya (posh or
what) sprue cutters as quite new,
but then I remember buying them
at Beatties in Winchester so must
be 20 years old!
And I also still have some ancient
consumables: Airfix paint, Humbrol
Authentics, all at least 30 years old. I’m
still using this liquid poly also bought at
Beatties. The Airfix paints would have been bought at the local
newsagent where most of my Airfix came from - we moved from that
area in 1978!
Will Booth
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
At our last February meeting we held our AGM as required by our membership of the IPMS.
A brief summary of which

Agenda
 Election of club officials
1. The club officials are unchanged and were
 Statement of accounts
unanimously re-elected .
2. Brian and Steve stated our financial position
 IPMS return
which is very healthy with close to £1000 in our
 Club activities 2016
account. This money will be needed once if we
 Shows
decide to hold a large show in the near future.
 Telford 2016
3. IPMS return – Tony is preparing it – we will ask
 Competitions
for 18 foot at Telford.
 Club night activities
4. Club activities- the list of shows were confirmed
 Other outings
and appear in the diary at the end of this
 Romsey Modellers Show 2016
magazine.
 AOB
5. We expect to have 5 weekend attendees for
Telford
6. Competitions – confirmed competitions are in the diary – there was no requests for
additional competitions.
7. Club Night activities – Malcolm volunteered to manage the club build of the Tamiya Mk IV
tank – this will be the principal additional activity during the year. We hope to get Kevin
Peart along sometime in the year to hold a figure painting class.
8. The trip to the imperial Museum was confirmed for May 14th , we will probably car share and
park in South London and take the tube to the museum.
9. We confirmed that the club would hold it’s first show this year on Saturday 16th July - more
details in the next article.
10. AOB – Steve raised the issue of the Annual competition category “rules” and suggested
there were members that were unhappy at the way it was handled last year. Paul took an
action to clarify the categories based on IPMS rules.

THE ROMSEY SCALE MODEL SHOW
Well it’s now official; the club will hold its inaugural model show on Saturday the 16th July.
We will welcome the following clubs to Ampfield Village Hall
IPMS Salisbury
South Hants Military Modelling Society – IPMS Southampton
Poole Vikings – IPMS Dorset
IPMS Farnborough
Newbury Scale Model Club
Aldingbourne Modellers
IPMS Portsmouth
Along with Andy Argent (The Modelling Militia) and Kevin Peart (BMSS)
At the time of writing we have secured three traders – ourselves (Romsey Modellers , Matador
Models and M.A.N. Models.
A preliminary floor plan has been created which shows we can fit everybody in (but it will be tight).
Over the next few months there is much to arrange, so we will be appreciate any help that members
can offer.
We hope to raise money for Simon Say’s a local charity based in Wellow that helps young people
after bereavement ( I have to declare an interest in this, as it was set up by my sister after
experiencing the lack of services available to help her sons after the death of her husband).
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AIRFIX 1/72 ARMSTRONG WHITWORTH WHITLEY MK. V
BY TONY ADAMS

Having built all of Airfix’s bomber command aircraft over the years it was clear that there was a big
gap in the range with the omission of the Whitley. There was the very old Frog kit of the Whitley
many years ago but with this new Airfix kit made to the latest standards of their kit making, this is a
world apart from what was originated back in the 1960's
The Whitleys extremely ugly appearance and it’s strange nose down flying gait ( caused by is high
wing incidence) makes it a difficult aircraft to like , which is probably explains the lack of kits
available.
A twin engined bomber the Whitley played an important part in the early operations of Bomber
Command during WW2, in fact it dropped the first bombs on Germany, its limitations soon became
apparent and it was soon relegated to roles with Coastal Command and as a glider tug / paratrooper
transport.
The Mk V was a Merlin engined variant and surprisingly 1466 were made! Airfix have announced a
MkVII costal command variant to be released later in the year.
THE KIT
The moulding is up to the high quality of recent Airfix releases , with very crisp parts and small sprue
attachments. The 136 parts are located on 4 grey and 2 clear sprues Ejection marks are largely in
invisible locations.

I purchased a Eduard mask and photo etch set to add to the already well detailed interior. Which is
where the build story starts…
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THE INTERIOR
The kit allows for the rear door to be opened however while there is a detailed floor side walls of the
interior of the fuselage are plain. So the first job was to create some ribs using plastic strip. I only
detailed the RHS as the left can’t be seen through the open door.

Ribs added to the rear fuselarge walls using plastic strip

The should look okay through the open door

The cockpit is not badly done but the Eduard etch does take it to the next level. Even though much
of it won’t be visible when closed up, I really enjoy adding the detail. The fuselage is split into two at
the main wing spar, which makes for a fairly unusual build sequence.

Etch pilot seat v the orginal

The cockpit parts painted and with etch added . Mig dark wash
was used to bring out the detail

The rear fuselarge parts

The mid fuselarge section and wing spars, painted and
weathered
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The pilots seat complete with seatbelts

The etch radios are impressive , not that you can see them
now.

The competed cockpit assembly , the
instrument panel was orginally total the
wrong colour and so was repainted using
the XF-71
The map is a kit decal

With the cockpit assembly done
the rear fuselage was constructed
once the many side windows were
inserted. This consisted of two
sides plus a roof, which removed
the need to sand a centre line
seam. It did still provide some
issues getting the roof on
consistently along its length.
The wing assembly is unusual,
consisting of a centre section that is mounted to the main spars, the bottom wing parts are then
glued to the
spars before the
top surfaces.
Interior detail for
the wheel well
was also fitted at
this stage, shortly
followed by the
engine nacelles
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The cockpit was them mated to the wings, before the fuselage , elevators and rudders

There was just time to take a final photo of
the interior before the glazing was added
(with the Eduard mask applied). The rest of
the masks were applied and we were ready
for painting.
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COLOURING IN
I did some research on the schemes supplied with the kit and had soon decided which scheme I was
going to build after finding the following:
Type: Whitley Mk.V Serial number: N1380, DY-R
Lost: 20 May 1940 on Operation: Ribemont
77 aircraft (32 Wellingtons, 24 Whitleys and 18 Blenheims) continued the RAF's attempt to halt the
German advance in northern France. Bombing - road/rail communications at Catillon-Hannapes,
Julich and bridges over River Oise
Five Aircraft were detailed to fly a Mission to destroy bridges across the River Oise at Ribemont in
Northern France and to disorganize and interfere with enemy movements
.
The
mission
required low level flying despite the known presence of enemy anti aircraft fire and aircraft. The
records reveal all 5 aircraft reached their targets and completed their tasks. Four of the aircraft
returned to Driffield during the early hours of the morning of 21th May. DY-R did not…
DY-R crashed 2330 near Hamegicourt (Aisne), 10 km SSE of St-Quentin, France, fallen a victim to
enemy anti-aircraft fire
Lost
Flight Lieutenant (Pilot) David W.H. Owen, RAF 39332,
102 Sqdn., age 22, 20/05/1940, Hamegicourt Churchyard, F
Pilot Officer (Pilot) Dennis F.S. Holbrook, RAF 41703,
102 Sqdn., age 20, 20/05/1940, Hamegicourt Churchyard, F
Sergeant (Obs.) Duncan H.J. Barrett, RAF 580865,
102 Sqdn., age unknown, 20/05/1940, Hamegicourt Churchyard, F
Leading Aircraftman (W. Op.) Reginald J. Newberry, RAF 549885,
102 Sqdn., age 20, 20/05/1940, Hamegicourt Churchyard, F
Aircraftman 2nd Class (W. Op. Air) Michael D. Dolan, RAF 631053,
102 Sqdn., age 19, 20/05/1940, Hamegicourt Churchyard, F
source: GreasbyLibrary, BBC WW2: People's War ; http://www.epibreren.com/.
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The first item on the list was to paint the cockpit
frames the interior colour. I have been
interested in trying back-basing rather than my
normal pre-shading technique, this was the
model to try it for the first time.
For the “black base” I sprayed the whole model
with black Mr Surfacer 1500. The black paint
highlights any areas that are less than perfect ,
which in this case resulted in a little extra filling
and sanding of a number of seams that did not
pass the grade.
Once I was completely happy with the seams it was time to try the basing technique on the
underside. The Mr Surfacer was very black, which looked too blocky and out of scale for the
undersides, so using Tamiya Rubber black XF-85 I slowly broke up the paint work creating a random
colour cast across the surface (this is difficult to see in the photos). I used a very fine spray pattern
and created “wirls and squiggles” around each panel, adding more paint to the centres of the panels.
I added some white to the paint which was also heavily thinned and repeated the squiggling further
enhancing the randomness of the paint.

Mr Surfacer 1500 applied all over

A poor photo of the random effect achieve on the botom
surface

When dry the bottom paintwork was masked ready for the top surfaces. I scanned the painting
instructions and rescaled them to be 1:1 model size to create a camouflage mask.

I used a compass cutter to cut the curves on the masking

Checking the paper mask for size
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I started with the RAF Dark Green
(Tamiya –XF81) and while loosely holding
each paper mask to the model repeated
the “wirls and squiggles” work, it was
easier to see the effect, using green
rather than dark grey. I slowly increased
the colour depth , while leaving of areas
were the black base toned down the
colour. I then applied the Dark Earth (Mr
Color) using the same technique again
using the paper mask held against the
surface. Again I sprayed lightened colour
in areas of high wear.

At the time I was concerned that the model could just look badly painted, rather than realistically
weathered, I was tempted to abandon the idea and “hard” paint the camouflage but in the end I
decided to continue.
The rest of the build
proceeded along conventional
lines. The model was given a
couple of coats of Klear to
provide a good base for the
decals, which were applied
without drama. A panel line
wash using dark Florry wash
was applied to the top surfaces
while Flory’s light gray wash
was applied to the bottom.
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The front an rear gut turrets were weathered using a siver dry bush, the Eduard gun belts added a lot to the rear turret

The turrets can be added at the end of the build ( there was no chance of them surviving handing). But this invoved adding a
cowling after the main painting had been done. The cowling required a considerable amount of felttling to get it to fit and a little
filler , which in tern required the area to be resprayed. In the end it turned out ok.

The exhausts were painted steel before a rush was was applied

The bombs were installed into the two bomb bays
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The undercarriage installed and weathered

Once all the parts were on the model it was given a coat or two of Winsor and Newton matt varnish
and the bit I like best – the window masks were removed.
The varnish had blended and toned down the colour variations in the camouflage producing what I
felt was a very realist weather effect , I was very glad I hadn’t wimped out earlier.
In the end I am very pleased with how this model has turned out – it is probably my best 1/72 to
date – I will be interested to see how it does in competition this year. It looks like black basing is
here to stay in my modelling toolbox.
PHOTOS OF THE COMPLETED MODEL
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FORTUNA M1
BY LEE GILBERT

Picking up once again on the Fortuna M1 build, after a couple of coats of Tamiya TS-49 bright red
were applied to all the fairing panels, and once left for a week or so to cure and harden fully, it was
time for some very careful masking!

This particular bike sports a striking two tone red and silver colour scheme, for which Tamiya
thankfully supply a sheet of self-adhesive panel masks, so that the red can be masked off in order to
apply the silver, although additional masking is required to achieve optimum results.

Once this was done, and all the masking edges were flattened with a cocktail stick, I applied a few
light coats of TS-17 gloss aluminium to all the panels. Once again, these were left to harden for
about a week or so. Afterwards, all the masking was very carefully removed, and upon close
inspection, I was 95% satisfied with the result, although predictably, there had been one or two
small paint bleeds in certain places, but I decided that these could be touched up at a later date.
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So, after a couple of coats of Top cote gloss, it was decal time! I was so glad I invested in a set of the
proper Fortuna liveries, as I believe they really do make all the difference, and next to a standard
bike with the politically correct 'Spain's No 1' logos on, it will really stand out!
The decals were up to Tamiya's usual high standard and went on with minimal fuss, as did the Crazy
Modeler Fortuna decals.
Overall I was more than happy with result! More to follow soon...

SOMETHING FROM FACEBOOK

I’m hoping the positive effects of modelling will cancel out the effects of my alcohol, marijuana and
coke habits – seems to be working so far.
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CLUB DIARY 2015/2016

March 16th

Late Club Night

April 6th
April 20th

Early Club Night
Late Club Night

May 4th
May 18th
June 1st
June 15th
July 6th
July 20th
August 3rd
August 17th
September 7th
September 21st
October 5th
October 19th

Early Club Night
Revell Competition
Early Club Night
Late Club Night
Early Club Night
American Competition
Early Club Night
Late Club Night
Early Club Night
Late Club Night
Early Club Night
Late Club Night

November 2nd
November 16th

Early Club Night
Annual Competition

December 7th
December 21st

Early Club Night
Xmas Night

2016
March 20th
April 3rd
April 9th
April 24th
May 14th

Build a Model in a Day (TBC)
Shropshire Scale Model Show
Poole Vikings Show
Milton Keynes Model Show
Imperial War Museum (TBC)

June 4th

IPMS Salisbury Show

July 16th

ROMSEY MODELLERS SHOW (TBC)

August 7th

Avon Model Show

September 17th

IPMS Farnborough Show

October 8th
Bovington Show (TBC)
October 22nd
Yeovilton Autumn Show (TBC)
th
th
November 12 /13
Scale ModelWorld 2016
November 27th
Middle Wallop Show (TBC)
/ Bugle Call

Next Meeting: Wednesday March 16th

(8pm to 10pm)

CONTACT INFO
Web Site

wwww.romseymodellers.co.uk

Club President
Club Secretary
Magazine Editor
Treasurer
Competition Secretary

email info@romseymodellers.co.uk

Paul Adams
Tony Adams
Tel: 01794 519153
Tony Adams
Tel: 07736555664
Steve Edwards
Sean Summers

email: tony@romseymodellers.co.uk

Thank you to this month’s contributors to this publication
Tony Adams
Paul Adams
Chris Phillips

Lee Gilbert
Will Booth
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FINDING US
Ampfield Village
Hall
Morleys Lane
Romsey
Hampshire
SO51 9BJ

Articles and news are always welcome for inclusion in this magazine. Note all views and information
thus expressed are solely those of the author(s) and do not necessarily represent the views of the
editor or the club as a whole.
Copyright: Romsey Modellers 2016
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